
HIPP    CAMPE
JOIN US !

     VIPAMAT 



The Hippocampe is a leisure wheelchair that 
goes with you year-round for your open-air 
activities.

All-terrain, it goes over sand, pebbles, hiking trails. 
It floats on water and slides over snow.

On your own or accompanied: With its double 
rear wheels you can self propell.  Another person 
may use the push bar to push you.

It disassembles quickly, so it is easily transported, 
you can take it everywhere with you (car, 
plane, boat...) 

Fashionable and recreational, the Hippocampe 
has a great design. It fits in perfectly with 
the leisure and vacation universe.

With the Hippocampe, make your desires a reality. 

Make your vacations unforgettable. Give in to your 

all-terrain dreams! A refreshing dip in the sea in the 

middle of summer, join in family walks again; from 

the simplest activities to the craziest projects.. . 

the Hippocampe is your key !
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HIPP  CAMPE•	Leisure	Wheelchair



They are retractable and will not hinder 
the process of moving to your usual 
wheelchair. Users can move the chair 
without assistance.

The Hippocampe is available in several sizes: 
child and adult. 
A range of options is available to improve your 
comfort.

The Hippocampe is adaptable to everyone 
create your Hippocampe in your image.

Flexible. Comfortable. Water resistant  
Position and hold assistance for greater 
comfort.

Balloon Wheels Ski Kit 

Handy option for keeping 
the wheelchair still while
the person is being moved

RFoldaway and compact 
RRustproof
RNo-maintenance 
RNF, CE and FDA approved 

   OPTIONS

Transportation
& storage bag 

HIPP   CAMPE*

Fix back  or
adjustable back

Forward and back adjustment and rotation 
possible - It adapts to the user’s size and 
position..

Multi-position headrest:

Neoprene harness:

Parking brakes: 

Adjustable, swiveling 
armrests:



www.vipamat.com
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                                                                     The Hippocampe around the world...
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The Hippocampe goes around the world, take it for a test-ride on hundreds of 
beaches in France and throughout the world. (The list of beaches is available on 

our website www.vipamat.com). 

A general-purpose solution making all tourist and leisure sites accessible.

Sold throughout the world, contact us to find your local Hippocampe authorized 
dealer.

VIPAMAT  
3 rue Gustave EIFFEL
56270 PLŒMEUR - FRANCE
Tel.: +33 2 97 86 24 87 
Fax: +33 2 97 86 73 81
contact@vipamat.com 

WORLD

VIPAMAT USA 
1617 Upland Lakes
HOUSTON, TX 77043
Office : 832-516-8125
Cell : 865-385-4350
contact-usa@vipamat.com  

USA-CA


